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The Deployable Virtual Training Environment (DVTE) project, sponsored by the 
Director, Expeditionary Warfare (N75) in the Office of the CNO, is a 
collaborative effort between the Program Executive Officer, Expeditionary 
Warfare (PEO EXW) and Marine Corps Training and Education Command (TECOM).  
The intended product of this effort is to provide enhanced shipboard 
operational training simulators on amphibious ships for embarked Marines and 
to field a flexible, deployable, training system that addresses requirements 
for combined arms MAGTF and Naval Integration training. DVTE was established 
to provide a shipboard and shore training system that maintains and enhances 
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Assessments Division, OPNAV-N81 as a visiting scholar. There he served as 
operations analyst in support of the Quadrennial Defense Review until 1997, 
whereupon he joined the Marine Corps as Principal Analyst, Modeling and 
Simulation.  In December 1999, he joined the Marine Corps’ Training and 
Education Command as Technical Director.  In December 2000, the Marine Corps 
formed the Training and Education Technology Division, with Dr. Bailey as its 
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sponsorship of all technology applicable to Marine Corps individual training, 
unit training, exercises, and ranges.  These technologies include interactive 
multimedia distance learning, weapon system and crew training simulators, 
simulation, interactive gaming, instrumentation, and classroom technology.  
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Lieutenant Colonel Robert K. Armstrong is currently the Deputy Director, 
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In this paper, we describe the 
development of the Deployable Virtual 
Training Environment (DVTE), a 
portable, innovative, low-cost, 
training system designed for use by 
U. S. Marines.  Due to its open 
architecture, DVTE is also adaptable 
to training tasks involving Joint 
forces, either in the context of a 
Joint exercise or for Joint 
Experimentation.  However, DVTE is 
focused on first-person interactivity 
with the trainee, and strives to 
maintain individual tactical and 
decision making skills. 
 
U. S. Marines are routinely deployed 
around the world in deterrent, 
observer, security, peacekeeping, and 
combat roles.  While on these 
deployments, Marines are billeted on 
ships, in embassies, and in base 
camps, often for extended periods of 
time.  For example, the USMC 
continuously sources three Marine 
Expeditionary Units – Special 
Operations Capable (MEU(SOC)s) of 
roughly 2,200 Marines each.  These 
Marines are embarked aboard U. S. 
Navy amphibious ships, usually for a 
period of six months or more.  During 
this deployment, the live training 
opportunities are rare and often 
confined to small numbers of ground 
combatants.  Training while forward 
deployed to WESTPAC, Europe, or South 
Asia is similarly affected. 
 
U. S. Marines are covetously proud of 
their capability to operate in 
combined arms teams.  Combined arms 
combat involves using ground-based 
direct and indirect fires, as well as 
air-delivered weapons and ordnance 
and Joint fires, in a meticulously 
coordinated fashion, to enable 
maneuver units to close with and 
destroy enemy forces.  Combined arms 
employment is  standard procedure for 
even small Marine units.  All Marine 
units are deployed for combat as 
Marine Air Ground Task Forces 
(MAGTFs), so a variety of air and 
ground weapons are always available.  
In order to successfully operate this 
system of fires and maneuver, every 
Marine needs to know the tactics, 
techniques, and procedures (TTP) to 
manipulate all of the assets 
available.  These low-level command 
and control skills involve both 
procedural tasks and teamwork, and 
are highly perishable.  The DVTE was 
developed precisely to sustain 
individual skills that atrophy while 
deployed. 
 
Training and Logistical Requirements 
 
Thus, DVTE  is required to train 
heterogeneous teams of Marines to 
fight in the combined arms 
environment. In order to properly 
scope the prototype development 
effort, we limited the echelon of 
command to that of a MEU (MAGTF 
staff, infantry battalion commander 
and staff, artillery battery, 
composite squadron of fixed and 
rotary wing aircraft). 
 
In order to successfully field to the 
target Marine trainees, DVTE was 
burdened with portability, support, 
and unit price constraints.  Deployed 
Marines are constrained in the amount 
of equipment they can carry with 
them.  Considerable scrutiny was 
given to the weight and cube of the 
equipment placed aboard ship or 
aircraft.  DVTE had to have minimal 
impact upon a unit’s load plan.   
Both the time spent deployed and the 
remote nature of shipboard and ground 
based deployed units required DVTE to 
be extremely Marine-friendly.  DVTE 
had to be easy to set up, run, and 
tear down.  Further, the scenarios 
and databases used had to be 
relatively easy to create and import.  
Lastly, the desire to field DVTE to 
all deployable Marine units, plus 
appropriate training facilities, gave 
us a target of 100 to 150 DVTE units, 
DVTE’s per-unit price had to be 
extremely reasonable.  Figure 1 shows 
Marines using the DVTE hardware. 
 
 
Figure 1. DVTE COTS hardware in use 
at Camp LeJeune. 
 
In addition, DVTE must train skills 
for a wide variety of Military 
Occupation Specialties (MOSes).  
Members of a MAGTF come from a broad 
range of tactical communities.  The 
core operators in a combined arms 
environment are members of the 
infantry, artillery, armored vehicle, 
helicopter aviation, and fixed wing 
aviation communities.  The specific 
makeup of a MAGTF is tailored to the 
mission.  Thus, DVTE needed to be 
able to address the sustainment 
training needs of, at the very least, 
the core members of the MAGTF. 
 
A DVTE workstation has to be re-
configurable to any training task.  
Consider once again the core 
operators in a combined arms 
environment.  For example, there are 
considerable differences between a 
tank and a light armored vehicle.  
They are configured differently, have 
different trafficability, 
survivability and lethality 
characteristics, and are employed 
differently.  Further, a tank and a 
helicopter are significantly 
different.  DVTE needed to provide 
platform specific simulators that 
could be hosted on the same hardware.  
This capability enabled us to 
configure any DVTE workstation, at 
DVTE initialization, to represent any 
simulator.  Thus, Marines can tailor 
the DVTE environment for training 
much like they tailor each MAGTF to 
the mission. 
 
Finally, DVTE needed to be capable of 
hosting a variety of existing 
individual training applications, as 
well as educational Interactive 
Multimedia Instruction (IMI).  
Computer-based training is an 
accepted and oft used tool on board 
Marine Corps bases and stations.  We 
sought to replicate the types of 
training normally available to 
Marines at their home station and 
make it available in the deployed 
environment.  By doing so, we are 
enabling training that has 
historically been difficult to 
provide, as well as improving 
opportunities for the professional 
development of our Marines, 




Upon examination of our training 
mission space, we quickly deduced 
that there was a great divide in our 
training targets occurring between 
small unit infantry combatants, and 
those Marines that operate vehicles 
or vehicle-born weapons.  Infantry 
commanders at the platoon level, 
reconnaissance and surveillance 
teams, and all aircraft operators fit 
into this second category.  We found 
that, if put in the same virtual 
training area at the same time, that 
the levels of activity, the size of 
the playbox, and the timelines of 
operations for these two groups meant 
that one group was always the main 
focus, while the other was relegated 
to that of a group of live training 
aids.  Hence, we divided our training 
audience and built applications for 
each: the small unit infantry units 
would train using the Infantry 
Toolkit (ITK) and the vehicle 
operators and infantry commanders 
would train using the Combined Arms 
Network (CAN).  Figure 2 shows the 
relationship between CAN and ITK. 
 
Figure 2.  The ITK and the CAN run 
from a central instructor control 
station.  
 
The ITK includes four different 
tools, each created and included to 
provide specific individual and 
small-team sustainment training to 
the deployed Marine.   
• Tactical Decision Games (TDGs) 
are PC based scenarios that 
require a Marine leader to 
evaluate and address a specific 
tactical problem.   
• The Tactical Decision-Making 
Simulation (TDMS) places the 
Marine in a mission critical 
situation, presents him with a 
significant problem, then 
requires him to make decisions 
to solve the problem.  The 
scenario is delivered on PC in 
the form of video, pictures, 
and text.  TDMS can be run by 
an individual, but provides the 
most robust training when 
accompanied by a facilitator.  
There is limited branching 
available to support the most 
anticipated decisions at each 
decision point.  TDMS is being 
evaluated at select training 
locations throughout the Marine 
Corps.  
• The Forward Observer Trainer 
teaches Marines how to call for 
artillery and motor fire.  The 
tool will run on a laptop PC. 
• The Fire Team Cognitive Skills 
Trainer (FTCST) is a fully 
interactive, three-dimensional 
training tool that allows small 
units (groups of five to 15 
Marines) to solve specific 
missions.  The emphasis is on 
teamwork and the execution of 
tactical decision making 
skills.  FTCST is built using 
the Virtual Battlefield 
Simulation (VBS), which is 
based upon the commercial 
gaming engine Oxygen II.  
Individual entities in the 
training environment are 
maneuvered and fought by 
individual Marines sitting in 
front of networked laptop 
computers.  The physical ground 
truth is represented in the 
FTCST; the verbal interaction 
of the team members and the 
leadership of the team happen 
just as in a field environment.  
As such, a team can think 
through different problems 
while in a deployed status. 
Figure 3 is a screen capture of 




Figure 3.  Fire Team Cognitive Skills 
Trainer.  Each avatar is played by a 
different Marine on a separate DVTE 
workstation. 
 
The CAN was developed as a federation 
of first-person vehicle and weapon 
simulators, and the Joint Semi-
Autonomous Force (JSAF) constructive 
simulation.  
 
Each entity’s location can be 
exported in near-real time, through a 
gateway, to USMC command and control 
systems like Intelligence Operations 
Station (IOS) v2.  This is 
accomplished by transforming MAGTF 
FOM PDUs into GCCS-M J-Unit messages.  
The effect is that DVTE can stimulate 
command operation centers such as a 
Landing Force Operations Center 
(LFOC). 
 
The CAN after action review system is 
built on top of the Naval 
Visualization Program (NVP), a GOTS 
product written and maintained by 
employees of the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center – Coastal Systems 
Station, Panama City, Florida.  NVP 
is visualization software capable of 
rendering three-dimensional, fly-
through viewing of photo-realistic 
terrain.  In addition, NVP will 
display iconography that shows the 
location and identity of each entity 
in the CAN, as well as showing three-
dimensional analogs of standard 





Figure 4.  Maneuver assault course 
control measures depicted in three 
dimensions in NVP. 
 
Integration and Test: User Scrutiny 
Events 
 
While DVTE may sound very attractive 
to senior leaders, reaction to this 
type of system, especially to the 
limitations of small screens and 
generic joysticks, was in question – 
we were not confident that DVTE would 
be accepted out-of-hand.  We needed 
to engage the real target trainees at 
the outset, but the aspects of 
greatest concern to us were not easy 
to communicate without a prototype.  
Thus, our goal became to gain 
meaningful exposure to the target 
Marines early enough to allow us to 
significantly change course if 
required.  We decided on a course of 
User Scrutiny Events (USEs) to gain 
the exposure we needed to guide our 
development effort. 
 
USE 1 took place in December, 2001, 
at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.  Our 
required capability for the CAN was 
the ability to execute a combined 
arms scenario with 
! a reduced simulator capability 
(Light armored vehicle, 
artillery forward observer and 
fires, helicopter),  
! additional (non-simulator 
based) friendly forces hosted 
via JSAF,  
! enemy forces fought and 
represented via JSAF, and 
! the capture of voice 
communications and tactical 
events for after action review. 
 
Our required capability for ITK was 
the ability to train squad-sized 
teams via networked DVTE workstations 
and joysticks. 
 
Our goal was to evaluate the DVTE CAN 
and ITK on their ability to train 
Marines to the required standards of 
proficiency and skill.  These 
standards, documented as Individual 
Training Standards (ITSs), are 
available for each Marine MOS and are 
seen as the final word in preparation 
of individuals for combat from a 
training perspective. 
 
USE 1 was focused on Marines’ 
evaluation of the basic functional 
pieces of DVTE. We prepackaged a 
combined arms scenario that 
replicated a company-sized action 
that is part of the Combined Arms 
Exercise (CAX), the live-fire 
exercise done regularly at the MAGTF 
Training Center, 29 Palms, 
California.  Units involved were the 
staff of the 6th Marine Regiment 
(acting as the MEU staff), the 10th 
Marine Regiment (artillery), 2nd 
Marine Air Wing (aviation), the 2nd 
Battalion, 8th Marine Regiment 
(Infantry),and 2nd Light Armored 
Reconnaissance Battalion (light 
armored vehicles)  On the ITK, 
several rifle squads of the 3d 
battalion, 8th Marine Regiment, 
engaged in a virtual force-on-force 
scenario in a suburban environment.  
To gain insight on whether DVTE was 
truly easy to learn and use by 
Marines, we conducted just-in-time 
training.  The Marines training on 
and evaluating DVTE received roughly 
90 minutes of training on the system 
on Wednesday, December 12USE 1, held 
on Thursday, December 13, was divided 
into two sessions, giving opportunity 
to expose DVTE to two different 
groups of Marines, each executing the 
same scenario.  
 
USE 1 results were significantly 
positive on several training fronts, 
but highlighted concerns about the 
breadth of the training, as well as 
several technical challenges.  As 
seen in Table 1, we accomplished 
significant coverage of ITS-based 
training for the MOSes we tested.  
For example, all of the infantry 
Marine trainees agreed that they 
could fully address the training 
involved in the ITS “Employ LAV-AT in 
support of offensive operations” 
using DVTE.  Eighty percent (80%) 
believed that DVTE allowed them to 
train to the standard “Plan fire 
support,” showing some disagreement 
about the meaning of the standard 
itself, or the ability of DVTE to 
fully address it.  The overall 
infantry officer average was ninety-
one percent (91%) for all of the 
ITSes addressable with this scenario, 
a figure that in itself is 
meaningless, but gives a feel for the 
overall consensus of the training 
audience of infantry officers.    
Although this simple accounting of 
ITS coverage is not the final word, 
we can confidently conclude that 
DVTE-based training can successfully 
deliver standards-based training in 
combined arms to a broad range of 
MOSes.  We believe that the 
segregation of the ITK trainees from 
the CAN audience was validated.  
Further, we can conclude that the 
form and fit of the DVTE training 
platforms – the laptop/joystick 
combination-  is acceptable to 
today’s young Marine for delivery of 
combat skill training. 
 
Technically, USE 1 exposed two main 
issues  for us to solve, the 
requirement for excessive developer 
support in getting the CAN up and 
running, and the necessity to migrate 
all CAN applications to a single, 
non-proprietary image generator.  We 
will have Marines evaluate our 
prospective solutions to these 
problems during USE 2.  USE 1 take-
aways for technical improvement on 
the ITK included improved 
realism/accuracy of the 
surface/terrain texturing, 
introduction of operations in the 
urban environment, and introduction 
of an AAR capability similar to that 
used on the CAN.  Each is being done 
for USE 2; specifically, the Camp 
Lejeune Military Operations on Urban 
Terrain (MOUT) site will be the basis 
for the urban scenario. 
 
USE 2, scheduled for July 2002, is 
designed to accomplish two major 
objectives – assess our success in 
resolving our technical hurtles 
coming from USE 1, and prove that 
DVTE’s design is compatible with 
embarkation, stowage, set up, and 
operation aboard an amphibious ship.  
At the time of this writing, our plan 
is to execute USE 2 aboard LHD-7, the 
USS Iwo Jima, pier-side in Norfolk, 
Virginia.  DVTE will be set up in the 
Landing Force Operations Center 
spaces aboard the ship.  The three-
day event will give Marines the 
opportunity to evaluate DVTE’s CAN in 
a scenario similar to that used 
during USE 1, as well as in more 
intensive mission scenarios like 
Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and 
Personnel (TRAP), force-on-force, 
helicopter assault, and a dual 
company mechanized assault requiring 
extensive fire support coordination.   
DVTE’s ITK will also be evaluated, 
but instead of operating in open 
terrain, the scenarios will be urban, 
simulating the Military Operations on 







DVTE is well on its way to providing 
a flexible, deployable, training 
system that addresses requirements 
for combined arms MAGTF training.  
The future of DVTE includes plans for 
a USE 3 at sea, aboard ship with 
embarked Marines, the integration of 
DVTE with naval training systems, the 
incorporation of additional Marine 
Corps weapons systems and platforms, 
and the ability to interoperate with 
fielded command and control systems.  
Keeping Marines “in the loop” during 
this development process has ensured 
that DVTE is relevant.  We will 
continue to focus on Marine 
involvement in this project in order 




Training Standard % Covered 
HLMA AVG 93 
Execute anti-armor CIFS mission 100 
Execute MEDEVAC enroute procedures 100 
Deliver ordnance using rockets and 
guns 100 
ARTY AVG 88 
Direct operations of forward 
observer team 60 
Conduct immediate suppression 100 
Conduct SEAD using artillery 80 
INF AVG 91 
Employ LAV-AT in support of 
offensive operations 100 
Plan fire support 80 
Make a tactical decision 100 
LAR AVG 100 
Employ command and control 
measures 100 
Perform screen operations 100 
Conduct tactical movement 100 
Table 1.  Assessment of the capability of DVTE to 
deliver training as required in Marine Training 
and Readiness Manuals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
